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CLOTHING
NORFIN is a brand offering clothing and footwear, giving
guarantee of comfort and modern look. Through the years
NORFIN has accumulated experience, especially in production
of clothing for fishing and angling. Our clothing is developed
by professionals of clothing manufacturing, but with great

involvement and advice from anglers, making sure that the
necessary attention is paid to all essential aspects. NORFIN uses
the latest materials and designs to make you enjoy your fishing
experience without any worries about weather conditions – hot or
chilly, rain or sun – NORFIN will give you Ultimate Protection!

LAYER SYSTEM:
When you are fishing and it is probably the catch of your lifetime, we
don’t want even the smallest inconvenience to ruin it. That’s why we
make practical and functional clothing for anglers which will keep you
warm in all conditions. Fishing can be a combination of active movement
or long and patient waiting, so the clothing must be also universal or
suitable for the activity. NORFIN clothing can be divided in layers
with different functions – all this we call NORFIN LAYER SYSTEM.

Each layer of clothing serves its own special purpose.
1. Basic layer – draws moisture away from the body.
2. Warming layer – ensures warmth and insulation without hindering
your movements.
3. Additional warming layer – keeps you warm when you don’t move.
4. Protective layer – protects you from wind and the effects of weather
conditions.
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ULTIMATE PROTECTION

MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGIES
In comparison to the majority of materials used
to manufacture outwear, this modern multiplelayer fabric has improved breathability. Specially
designed fibres not only retain body warmth,
but also draw moisture to the outside. Your
clothing breath, which makes them extremely
comfortable and pleasant to wear. The fabric
wicks moisture off the body and prevents
sweating, at the same time retaining all thermal
insulating qualities of the fabric. The moisture
is drawn out through the upper layers of fabric.
Extra strong NORTEX BREATHABLE material
is water-resistant and ensures the long life of
the clothing made with it.
HOLLOFIL – Hign technology insulation with
hollow fibers developed by company DuPont.

SILENT MATERIAL

NORFIN SILENT MATERIAL – Specially
designed to disguise your appearance,
NORFIN SILENT MATERIAL fabrics are
practically noiseless, ensuring great freedom
of movement.

WINDPROOF – Material with P11 membrane
protects you against wind, cold and rain, at the
same time letting your body breathe as excess
moisture is drawn out through the material.
WINDPROOF

THERMO
GUARD

COTTON

DRY

CONVERT ROLL – sleeves and lower part of
pants can be rolled up and fixed.

THERMO GUARD – High quality, synthetic
insulation made of polyester microfibers,
which trap the warm air close to your body,
providing you with warmth and doesn’t absorb
moisture. THERMO GUARD insulation doesn’t
cause allergic reactions.
COTTON – The main benefits of Cotton are its
natural quality and high breathability. Cotton
is also highly durable. It absorbs moisture
perfectly, which can be very useful for a hot
midday when you can refresh yourself by
wetting your clothing with fresh water.
NORFIN DRY
The process implies wicking moisture from
the body to the surface of the material in hot
weather. The moisture quickly evaporates
from the surface of material, thus refreshing
the body and improving comfort.
NORFIN VENT
Additional ventilation in the underarms and
(or) back area.

CONVERT
ROLL

VENT
CONVERT ZIPPER – sleeves and the lower
part of pants are attached by a zipper.

UV PROTECTION
Ultraviolet protection indicator.

UV

CONVERT
ZIPPER

PROTECTION

NORFLEECE – material designed to ensure maximal comfort in cold - weather conditions. Its super – lightweight provides excellent mobility,
and breathable, high quality insulating fabrics perfectly regulate your core temperature, reducing the possibility of overheating or freezing.
NORFLEECE DRY
‣ Best moisture management
‣ Two layer material
‣ Comfortable next to skin
‣ Dries quickly

NORFLEECE MICRO
‣ High breathability
‣ Comfortable feel
‣ Detains body heat
‣ Dries quickly

NORFLEECE STRETCH
‣ 4 waystretch
‣ Durable surface
‣ High breathability
‣ Dries quickly

NORFLEECE THERMO
‣ High breathability
‣ Comfortable feel
‣ Detains body heat
‣ Dries quickly

NORFLEECE SHELL
‣ Funcional lightweight fabric
‣ Excellent warmth
management
‣ 3 layer material
‣ Provides wind resistance

NORFLEECE THERMO+
‣ Detains body heat
‣ Wind and cold resistant
‣ Breathable
‣ Comfortable feel

FURNITURA
YKK is leader in zipper production, offering no-compromise quality. YKK zippers, which are made in Japan, can be found
from the earth’s oceans and into space, every environment known to man.

TECHNICAL TERMS
WATERPROOF – Hydrostatic
head rating
1000

WATERPROOF

1000

BREATHABLE

BREATHABLE – The ability of
a fabric to allow moisture vapor
to be transmitted through the
material. The performance is
measured in gr/m2/24h

TEMPERATURE – Comfort
temperature rating

-5 C
O

Summer

LUCKY JOHN
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Atlantis

Winter

LUCKY JOHN

WINTER SUIT
NORFIN ATLANTIS

Winter

NORFIN

Comfortable and warm two-piece suit made
especially for fishing, hunting or just recreation in
the nature in winter. The suit is made of NORTEX
BREATHABLE material which provides partial
water resistance and complete wind resistance.
Designed to keep you warm at temperatures as
low as –35°C.
JACKET
‣ Adjustable hood with visor
‣ High collar
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective ﬂap
‣ Drawstring to tighten the jacket’s waist
‣ Hand warming pockets
‣ Comfortable pockets outside
‣ Warm cell phone pocket
‣ Elastic inner cuff’s
‣ Adjustable outer sleeve cuff’s
‣ Reinforced elbow and shoulder area
‣ Reﬂective security patches
‣ Taped seams
BIB AND BRACE
‣ Length-adjustable suspenders
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective ﬂap
‣ Comfortable, spacious pockets
‣ Zip-fasteners on trouser leg
‣ Reinforced knee and seat area
‣ Belt loops
‣ Two inner outer pocket?

ADJUSTABLE HOOD
WITH VISOR

HAND WARMING
POCKETS

MATERIAL

NORTEX BREATHABLE

WATERPROOFING

6000 ММ

BREATHABILITY

ZIPPER WITH
PROTECTIVE FLAP

ADJUSTABLE OUTER
SLEEVE CUFF’S

3000 G/М²/24 HOUR

THERMAL INSULATION

THERMO GUARD

FISHING

-35 C
O

6000

WATERPROOF

3000

BREATHABLE

ITEM NO.

SIZE (****)

DESCRIPTION

438001-****
438002-****
438003-****
438004-****
438005-****
438006-****

S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace

THERMO
GUARD
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Element

WINTER SUIT
NORFIN ELEMENT
This comfortable winter suit is made of very
durable materials and features a THERMAL
GUARD insulation, that provides you with warmth
at temperatures up to –20°C. Laconic and sportive cut will freely allow all movements you need
in active fishing.
JACKET
‣ Adjustable, removable hood with visor
‣ High collar with ﬂeece lining
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective ﬂap
‣ Drawstring to tighten the jacket’s waist
‣ Hand warming pockets with waterproof zippers
‣ Comfortable pockets outside
‣ Warm inside pocket
‣ Elastic inner cuff’s
‣ Adjustable outer sleeve cuff’s
‣ Taped seams
BIB AND BRACE
‣ Length-adjustable suspenders
‣ Two-way open-end zipper with protective ﬂap
‣ Comfortable, spacious pockets
‣ Zip-fasteners on trouser leg
‣ Two outer pocket

ADJUSTABLE,
REMOVABLE HOOD
WITH VISOR

HAND WARMING
POCKETS WITH
WATERPROOF ZIPPERS

MATERIAL

NORTEX BREATHABLE

WATERPROOFING

6000 ММ
ADJUSTABLE OUTER
SLEEVE CUFF’S

BREATHABILITY

LENGTH-ADJUSTABLE
SUSPENDERS

2000 G/М²/24 HOUR

THERMAL INSULATION

THERMO GUARD

FISHING

-20 C
O

6000

WATERPROOF

2000

BREATHABLE

ITEM NO.

SIZE (****)

DESCRIPTION

439001-****
439002-****
439003-****
439004-****
439005-****
439006-****

S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace
jacket and bib and brace

THERMO
GUARD

Summer

LUCKY JOHN
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Storm Lock

Winter

LUCKY JOHN

JACKET
NORFIN STORM LOCK

Winter

JACKET
‣ Warm and light
‣ Windproof
‣ Drawstring bottom
‣ Two side pockets
‣ Two chest pockets with zippers

NORFIN

Breathable and windproof, high quality ﬂeece jacket,
designed for outdoor activity enthusiasts, provides
excellent protection in windy weather with light
precipitation.The jacket suits perfectly for people
who prefer active recreation – tourists and anglers,
but it is also suitable for casual wear.

МАТЕRIAL

STORMLINE (100% POLYESTER) + РU
МЕМBRANE

BREATHABILITY

4000 G/M2/24 HOURS

THERMAL INSULATION

THINSULATE (100% POLYESTER)

4000

BREATHABLE

ITEM NO.

SIZE (****)

DESCRIPTION

478001-****
478002-****
478003-****
478004-****
478005-****
478006-****

S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

jacket
jacket
jacket
jacket
jacket
jacket

Thermo line2
THERMAL
NORFIN THERMO LINE 2
Base layer thermal underwear with ergonomic fit and innovative material
that wicks sweat. Ergonomic fit provides superior comfort and freedom
of movement. Heat Line thermal underwear will protect from cold in all
your favorite type of activities – fishing, hunting and outdoors.
THERMAL UNDERWEAR:
‣ Flat seams
‣ Elastic waist

MATERIAL

Temperature

100% POLYESTER

Cool
Cold
Very Cold
ITEM NO.

SIZE (****)

DESCRIPTION

3008301-****
3008302-****
3008303-****
3008304-****
3008305-****
3008306-****

S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

jacket and trousers
jacket and trousers
jacket and trousers
jacket and trousers
jacket and trousers
jacket and trousers

Activity
Low
Medium
High
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SOCKS T4A MERINO
MIDWEIGHT

SOCKS T4M ARCTIC
MERINO HEAVY

The T4A Merino Midweight socks
were designed for moderate
activity use in rugged conditions
where moisture and warmth are
an issue. Made with Merino Wool
that provides warmth without
overheating the foot.

The T4M Merino Heavy socks were
designed for moderate activity
use in rugged conditions where
moisture and warmth are an issue.
Merino Wool provides warmth
while wicking moisture away from
the foot. Knit with heavy cushioning
all throughout the sock for warmth
and a perfect fit within your boots
that prevents irritation from the
inner boot liner.

‣ Perfect fit for comfort
‣ Multiple density
‣ Resistance and durability

‣ Perfect fit for comfort
‣ Multiple density
‣ Resistance and durability

T4

A

TEMPERATURE

ACTIVITY LEVEL

EXTREME
COLD

ITEM NO.

SIZE

303804-**

02M (39–41)

303804-**
303804-**

T4
TEMPERATURE

ACTIVE

MATERIAL

80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex
03L (42–44) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex
04XL (45–47) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex

EXTREME
COLD

ITEM NO.

SIZE

MATERIAL

303805-**

02M (39–41)

303805-**

03L (42–44)

303805-**

04XL (45–47)

70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon,
5% Elastane
70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon,
5% Elastane
70% Merino wool, 25% Nylon,
5% Elastane

SOCKS T3A NORDIC
MERINO LIGHT

SOCKS
T3M NORDIC MERINO
MIDWEIGHT

The T3A Nordic Merino Light socks
has unique construction with light
cushioning for protection and
warmth. Merino Wool provides allday warmth while wicking moisture
away from the foot to keep you dry.
The combination of Merino Wool
and Acrylic provides all-day warmth
while wicking moisture away from
the foot to keep you dry

The T3M Nordic Merino Midweight
socks has unique construction with
light cushioning for protection and
warmth. Merino Wool provides allday warmth while wicking moisture
away from the foot to keep you dry.
Medium cushioning provides impact
protection and ultimate comfort.
‣ Perfect fit for comfort
‣ Flat seams
‣ Resistance and durability

SIZE

303901-**

02M (39–41)

303901-**
303901-**

MATERIAL

25% Merino wool, 55% Acrylic,
5% Polyamide, 15% Elastane
03L (42–44) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex
04XL (45–47) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex

‣ Perfect fit for comfort
‣ Flat seams
‣ Resistance and durability

T3

A

TEMPERATURE

ACTIVITY LEVEL

VERY
COLD

ITEM NO.

M
ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

T3
TEMPERATURE

VERY
COLD

ACTIVE

ITEM NO.

SIZE

MATERIAL

303902-**

02M (39–41)

303902-**

03L (42–44)

303902-**

04XL (45–47)

35% Merino wool, 35% Acrylic,
22% Nylon, 8% Elastane
35% Merino wool, 35% Acrylic,
22% Nylon, 8% Elastane
35% Merino wool, 35% Acrylic,
22% Nylon, 8% Elastane

M
ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

GLOVES
NORFIN POINT
Windproof gloves, made from high quality polyester material.

Winter

LUCKY JOHN

The T3P Nordic Merino Heavy
socks were designed for love
activity use in rugged conditions
where moisture and warmth are
an issue. Made with Merino Wool
that provides warmth without
overheating the foot and ultra-fine
acrylic fibers, resulting in a soﬅ
feel while providing unparalleled
moisture wicking.

ITEM NO.

SIZE

303903-**

02M (39–41)

303903-**
303903-**

Winter

NORFIN

‣ Perfect fit for comfort
‣ Soﬅ Material
‣ Resistance and durability

T3

P

TEMPERATURE

ACTIVITY LEVEL

PASSIVE

VERY
COLD

MATERIAL

80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex
03L (42–44) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex
04XL (45–47) 80% Merino wool, 15% Nylon,
5% Spandex

WINDPROOF
ITEM NO.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

COLOR

703063-**

L; XL

windstop ﬂeece

Polyester

Gray

GLOVES
NORFIN ARGO

GLOVES
NORFIN HELIUM

Windproof gloves, made from high quality polyester material.

Windproof gloves, made from high quality polyester material.

WINDPROOF

Summer

SOCKS T3P NORDIC
MERINO HEAVY

LUCKY JOHN
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WINDPROOF

ITEM NO.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

COLOR

ITEM NO.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

COLOR

703066-**

L; XL

windstop ﬂeece

Polyester

Gray

703067-**

L; XL

windstop ﬂeece

Polyester

Gray
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Glacier
WINTER BOOTS
NORFIN GLACIER
Winter boots made of EVA material with removable insole ensure continuous
thermal protection at temperatures as low as –50°C. Rich in micro bubbles
(foam rubber), the material has perfect thermal insulation ability and
is lightweight. The boots weigh 30–40% less than their rubber or PVC
counterparts.
Winter boots NORFIN GLACIER:
‣ Boot made out of super light and durable EVA material
‣ Thick outsole to provide best thermal insulation
‣ Removable 3 layer inlet with felt,foil and wool layers

-50 C
O

EXTRA
LIGHT

ITEM NO.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

14840-**

41–48

EVA material

Element
WINTER BOOTS
NORFIN ELEMENT
Winter boots made of EVA material with removable insole ensure continuous
thermal protection at temperatures as low as –30°C. Rich in micro bubbles
(foam rubber), the material has perfect thermal insulation ability and
is lightweight. The boots weigh 30–40% less than their rubber or PVC
counterparts.
Winter boots NORFIN ELEMENT:
‣ Boot made out of super light and durable EVA material
‣ Thick outsole to provide best thermal insulation
‣ Removable inlet from Polyester material

-30 C
O

EXTRA
LIGHT

ITEM NO.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

14830-**

41–48

EVA material

